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Group Syllabus Meetings
Aug 30th.

Mike Pilgrim gave us a really interesting talk about his work in Helicopter Data Flight Data
retrieval and study. It was fascinating to hear about how the data is used to investigate any unusual trends
and behaviours of the ’copters. Some insights as to how the information helps the performance of the pilots
the helicopter and indeed the companies. Even though a large amount of the talk was in technical terms Mike
managed to explain well enough for those among us who were neither aviators nor aircraft technicians. Good
talk Mike, thanks.

Our AGM

in September went well - thankfully. We have now 3 new members on the Committee.

Dave McGuckien stepped up to replace Ron Cunningham as Treasurer. David Kavanagh and Martin
Shakespeare also came forward to help. We will let you know what everyone will be doing at a later date.
I wish to pass on my thanks to Ron for his service over the past 13 years on the Committee, 10 as Treasurer.
Ron has been instrumental in getting us sorted out with HMRC and OSCR (Scottish Charities Register) for Gift
Aid and any other annoying Governmental necessities.
Also stepping down is Peter Dingle who has helped organise our talks and visits, we are sorted up until March/
April time. Thanks Pete.
One more ’retirement’ is our Teaboy Harry Broon. I can’t remember how long Harry has been the unofficial
server of teas and coffees. Many thanks Harry. Who’s going to eat the biscuits now?
Pascale Bertho has very kindly ‘offered’ to help out in Harry’s stead.

25th Oct.

The talk from Hugh Black (pictured on the right), Managing Director of Rubislaw
Quarry Aberdeen Ltd was very informative and interesting. Hugh gave a wonderfully illustrated
history of the Quarry. He gave us an insight to the workings and worked involved in getting the
Grey Granite out of what was once the biggest man made hole in the Europe. There were a few
surprising facts about the Quarry which you can have a look at on the Quarry’s website,
http://www.rubislawquarry.co.uk. “Half ‘o Aiberdeen cam oot o’ yon hole”
Hugh still has plans to build a Heritage Centre on the site and I think it would be a great attraction,
and a loss to Aberdeen should this fantastic opportunity be allowed to remain undeveloped.
Next few syllabus dates.
29th Nov

Brain cell exercising time, with a Quiz from Pascale.

13th Dec

Group Festive Meal at Morris’s. Details sent on separate attachment.

24th Jan 17 Talk from Don Cairnie on the changes in farming. Don gave the group a talk few years ago.
28th Feb 17 Talk from Anne Park from The Scottish Military Research Group—family history.
28th Mar 17 Talk from a Doctor about his experiences aboard the Trans-Siberian Railway tending to passengers.
We look forward to seeing you at the meetings.

Recent Passes.

We are getting good test results from our Associates. Some recent passes include:

Car

Observer

Motorcycle

Observer

Lesley Will

Peter Kellas

Les Hill

James Duguid

Amy Pilgrim

Brian Blackett

Craig Robb

Steve Farrell
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Chairman’s Chat.
Covering the 2016 National Conference
On Saturday, 22 October 2016, I attended the IAM RoadSmart (IAMRS) National Car Conference at the Conference Aston
Meeting Suites in Birmingham. Of some 200 Groups nationally, 92 Car Groups were represented, of which 11 were from
Scotland. The motorcycle Groups had their own Conference on Sunday 23 October.
The Conference opened with a short talk from Ken Keir, the IAMRS Chairman followed by a few words from Sarah Sillars,
the IAMRS Chief Executive.
There then followed some presentations for good works within the Groups. Notable for this part of the country was a Star
Performers Award to Neil Warden, Chairman of Aberdeen Group.
The delegates were then split into 5 Groups which then attended 5 workshops in rotation, lasting approximately 1 hour
each as follows:Business Update & Strategy (Ken Keir and Sarah Sillars)
Sale of IAM house and move to rented accommodation at Albany Place, Welwyn Garden City (Charities not supposed to
hold large assets), rebranding of all IAM activities under IAMRS, new website, new standards rollout (95% positive
feedback), aim to increase reach from 124000 to 150000 (these figures include Members, Associates, Free Assessments,
Business Customers and Drink Drive Retraining), increasing influence in Government circles, three year strategy:- develop
new products, be more inclusive not elitist and maintain standards and integrity.
Insurance (Representatives from IAMRS and IAM Surety)
From 92000 IAMRS Members, IAM Surety, whose IAM scheme has been running for 10 years, have 45000 policies and
90% of policy holders received matched or lower premiums. Strangely, the top four types of IAMRS claim are all driver
error viz :- Member hit third party in rear, Member lost control, Member hit stationary car and Member hit bollard/post.
60% of claimants took their test over 10 years ago.
In an attempt at making a recent test pass more relevant to a reduced insurance premium, IAMRS has introduced Fellow
Membership which would require a retest every 3 years (a la RoSPA), no exemptions or links to IMI, suspension of
Membership in event of retest failure. Annual membership would be more expensive, but this would include retest fee and
there would be no insurance upper age limit. Could be interesting for those of you who have reached the age of 70!
Attracting Young Drivers (Catherine Lloyd and Eloise Peabody-Rolf)
Only 0.39% of all drivers and 0.11% of all riders in IAMRS are under 26. How to attract younger drivers? Greater use of
social media, online education modules, on road modules, training must be fun, is it essential to sit a test?
Eventually, IAMRS will come up with a toolkit to help Groups attract younger drivers.
Group Handbook & Guidelines (Pat Doughty and Amanda Smith)
IAMRS has produced a draft Group Handbook & Guidelines which is being looked at by the committees of all Groups with
a closing date of 25 November 2016 for providing comments and feedback. This is an update to the current 2013 version
and has been extended to cover Code of Conduct, Customer Service and Customer Satisfaction Survey. The Customer
Satisfaction Survey will be sent to all Associates on completion of an Advanced Driver/Rider Course and was launched on
1 November 2016.

(Continued on page 5)
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A few photos
of the recent
test Passes.
Left: Amy
Pilgrim.
Right:
Jonathan
Ruxton.
Both were Car
passes.
Brian Blackett
Observed for
both.

Above left:
Lesley Will with her
Car certificate
Above Right: L-R
Jonathan, Amy,
Lesley and Les.
Left: Leslie Hill
and Right: David
Kavanagh receive
their F1rst
Certificates.
Les for Motorcycle
and David for Car.

Peter Kellas has been a very busy boy with all these presentations.
Congratulations to you all on your Test success. We hope that you will continue to have a long and
safe driving career.

Observers included
Peter Kellas,
James and Diane
Duguid and Brian
Blackett
More next page >
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Continuing with the
presentations:
Top L: Dominic Hayes
receives his F1rst in Car
category and
Top R: Mike Wilkinson
gets his Motorcycle
Certificate.
Middle L-R Janice Brown
and her son Stewart
Brown are presented
with their Car
Certificates

For a few years now the Group has offered a limited number
of Associates who were under 26 yrs. the chance to have
their IAM Skill For Life course fees refunded if they were
successful in passing their Car or Bike Advanced Tests.
This year we were so pleased to have three Associates in
that position.
L-R Jonathan Ruxton, Amy Pilgrim and Lesley Will receive
their cheques from Chairman Peter Kellas.

You can see from the previous couple of pages, as a Group we are still producing good quality IAMRS Test Associates. On
getting feedback from local examiners, they are happy to test candidates coming from Gordon Group. This is down to the
hard work and time put in by our Observers and also our Associates, who have also been putting in a good amount of
practice to bring their driving/riding standards up to produce the results.
Well done to you all.
If you know of anyone who will benefit from an IAMRS Better Driving or Riding course then please get in touch with us at
Gordonam.info@btinternet.com
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(Continued from page 2)

Policy & Research (Neil Greig)
Neil Greig, IAMRS Policy and Research Director, gave a summary of current road safety statistics, indicating that road
deaths were 1730 for 2015, the second lowest number on record and down by almost 50% since 2005, but had remained at
this level for the past 5 years. He stated that the UK is consistently in the top 3 or 4 safest countries in the world, but we must
not be complacent. Fatalities and injuries to vulnerable groups (pedestrians, cyclists and motorcyclists) now outnumber
those to car occupants.
Neil was looking for themes to present to the next government in 2020 by way of an IAMRS Manifesto, as well as topics for
research by IAMRS. By the end of the day, the walls were festooned with hundreds of Post-It stickers covering subjects
ranging from pot-holes to increased penalties for mis-use of mobile phones by drivers.
On a separate subject, the days are much shorter and therefore we will be spending more time driving during the hours of
darkness. Drivers need to be more aware than normal of the possibility of pedestrians on the carriageway, particularly on
narrow country roads. Pedestrians need to play their part too by wearing some fluorescent and reflective clothing so that
drivers can see them much earlier.
Finally, always remember that this is your Group. So if you have any queries, comments or suggestions please feel free to
raise them either at Group Meetings or by sending an Email to John or myself, or any Committee Member.
Peter D Kellas
Chairman

Finishing off our wee photo album in this issue.
At a recent syllabus meeting we were pleased to present
these 5 new members with their Test Certificates.
L-R Chairman Peter Kellas presented certificates to
Mike Wilkinson (Bike), Janice Brown (Car), Jonathan
Ruxton (Car), Dominic Hayes (Car F1rst) and to Stewart
Brown (Car).
Thanks are also due to the Observers involved,
Diane Duguid, Harry Leil Brian Blackett and Gordon
Duncan.
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All season tyres vs summer tyres
Summer and all-season tyres
Summer tyres are dedicated for weather conditions in the months from spring to autumn. Summer tyre use is limited by
temperatures: if it falls below 7 degrees, they tend to lose their traction.
All-season tyres combine the characteristics of summer and winter tyres. Combining these characteristics is always a
challenge. Each tyre is a compromise of performance, which has to meet the users’ needs. This compromise gets harder the
more varied the conditions are.
All season tyres vs summer tyres - differences
Summer and all-season tyres differ in tread pattern, rubber compound and shape.
The tread on an all-season tyre has more sipes than the summer tyre. The sipes are meant to provide better snow
performance. But in the summer, a tread with too many sipes loses its stiffness. This has a negative impact on grip: braking
and traction on dry and wet surfaces get worse.
There are three tread types both in all-season and in summer tyres: symmetrical, asymmetrical and directional.
Left: all-season tyre, right: summer tyre.
Directional patterns in all-season tyres have clearly defined
functions of certain parts of the tread. The shoulder usually has
less sipes – summer function, while the central parts have more
sipes to provide grip in winter.
Asymmetrical tread patterns in all-season tyres allow for
introducing elements for summer and winter driving. This usually
means there is a summer and a winter side of the tread. Usually,
the outside have the more summer-oriented characteristics.
Rubber compounds used in all-season tyres are meant to provide acceptable performance in both negative and positive
temperatures. The summer tyre compound is uncompromising – it has to provide performance only in temperatures above 7
degrees. That is why, as temperature rises, all-season tyres cannot match the performance of specialised summer tyres.
An all-season tyre with clearly defined winter (outside) and
summer (inside) parts.
The shape of the tyre means the outline of its cross-section.
This contour is visible when you look at the tyre straight on.
The outline of the tyre also determines the size of its contact
patch, which makes it very important for grip.
The outline of a summer tyre is more rounded, which lowers
the rolling resistance and provides improved grip in summer
weather conditions. The outline of the all-season tyre is more
massive and square, so it resembles the outline of a winter
tyre. Huge shoulders provide good grip in the winter, but only
increase tread wear and fuel consumption in the summer.
What are the markings on summer and all-season tyres?
Summer tyres don’t have special markings concerning the season for their use.
All-season tyres are marked M+S (mud and snow). This is a
marking used on all-season tyres for American market. In
Europe, all-season tyres are closer to the winter tyres and are
marked with a tri-peak and a snowflake. An all-season tyre
often has the words ALL SEASON written next to these
symbols. Some manufacturers use their own, additional
symbols to show that their tyre can be used all year round, in
various weather conditions.
(Continued on page 7)
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(Continued from page 6)

All season tyres vs summer tyres tests
All-season tyres are more often compared in tests to winter tyres than to summer tyres. Tests (such as ADAC or AutoBild)
have shown, that all-season tyres rank lower than good seasonal tyres, while good all-season tyres are often better than
the cheapest seasonal tyres (such as cheap Chinese products).
As a rule, all-season tyres rank lower than good summer tyres. This can be seen in dry performance tests, both in braking
and handling categories (e.g. in the 2009 AutoBild tests of 205/55R16 tyres). Summer tyres win thanks to their rubber
compounds and tread patterns.
Some all-season models, such as Vredestein Quatrac 3 or Dunlop SP 4 All Seasons, appear high in wet surface
performance tests, especially in aquaplaning category. Even though they are still worse than good summer tyres, they may
be superior to numerous lower-class products (especially the cheapest Chinese brands).
Advantages of using all-season tyres
All-season tyres should provide an acceptable level of performance throughout the whole year, especially with moderate
usage. With all-season tyres, you will always be prepared for sudden winter or cold spells in spring. That’s why their main
advantage is their versatility.
All-season tyres also don't require changing, so you don't have to visit the tyre shop so often. This saves you time and
money, but you have to remember about balancing your wheels once in a while.
A set of good, brand-name all-season tyres may be a better solution than a set of the cheapest seasonal ones. This
solution makes sense if your mileage is low (less than 5-6 thousand kilometres per year) and you mainly drive around the
city.
Why? Driving short distances around the city, you will not wear down your seasonal tyres to the point where they lose their
properties. Such tyres will grow old before they are worn. You should also bear in mind, that urban conditions are rarely
extreme. It is much better to replace a set of all-season tyres after 4-5 years and 40 thousand km than use the same two
sets of summer and winter tyres for 10 years.
Advantages of using summer tyres
The biggest benefits of using summer tyres, as compared with all-season tyres, are their performance characteristics. This
argument is irrefutable. Tyres have a paramount influence on your car’s safety. Each tyre is a compromise, but this
compromise is much wider in all-season tyres: they have to combine properties required for both winter and summer
driving.
A summer tyre’s tread
When comparing the best summer tyres with the best all-season
tyres, the summer ones are unrivalled on both dry and wet
roads. They will brake better; provide better handling and
traction, higher comfort and lower noise, while being more fuelefficient.
Summer tyres are also more durable than all-season tyres.
Durability becomes especially important with bigger mileages.
Moreover, all-season tyres are much more expensive than
summer tyres in the same class or from the same manufacturer.
You should also remember that having a middle- or high-class
vehicle should oblige you to buy summer tyres. Only specialised summer tyres can cope with the performance and
requirements of modern cars.
Which tyres should I choose? Summer or all-season?
Choose summer tyres if you:
 drive more than 4-5 thousand miles per year
 drive mostly outside of cities or in mixed conditions (cities – motorways)
 need maximum safety
 value comfortable and quiet driving
 want your tyres to have the smallest influence on your fuel consumption
 look for durable tyres

Choose all-season tyres if you:
 drive all year on summer or winter
tyres
 drive no more than 4-5 thousand
miles
 drive mostly in the city
 drive calmly

 drive dynamically (nae hingin’ aboot)
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I have included a wee version of the Festive meal invite and menu here as well as attaching a pdf version with this email.
On the menu attached can you could fill in your choices, save and send the pdf version to Pascale with your cheque, or if
you wish, you can pay by bacs.
I hope that you will come along to the meal and enjoy yourselves.
Please r.s.v.p. by 2nd December in order that we may give the hotel an idea of the numbers.
Five Germans in an Audi Quattro arrive at the Italian border. The Italian Customs Officer stops them and tells them "It's
illegal to put 5 people in a Quattro."
"What do you mean it's illegal?" asks the German driver.
"Quattro means four" replies the Italian official.
"Quattro is just the name of the car" the Germans retort unbelievingly. "Look at the darn papers: the car is designed to carry
5 persons."
"You can't pull that one on me!" replies the Italian customs officer. "Quattro means four. You have five people in your car
and you are therefore breaking the law."
The German driver replies angrily, "You idiot! Call your Supervisor over. I want to speak to someone with more intelligence!"
"Sorry" responds the Italian officer, "He can't come. He's busy with 2 guys in a Fiat Uno."
This Gordon View Bulletin is sent by email to all members for whom we have email addresses. The remaining members will receive a hard copy in
the post. I do hope that you will continue to enjoy getting news from us. If you have any opinions, comments or issues you’d like to share in the
‘View’ then please contact us.
The views expressed here are those of the editorial team and its contributors, and not necessarily those held by the Institute Of Advanced
Motorists. Articles are deemed to be copyright to Gordon Advanced Motorists unless otherwise stated. Any infringements of Copyright are
unintentional and regretted.
John P Buchan
Secretary, Group 6149. Gordon Advanced Motorists.

secretarygordonam@btinternet.com

01358 723003
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